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Abstract 
 

The first experimental campaign with tritium in a thermonuclear fusion facility in six 
years was conducted at JET in the autumn of 2003. The trace tritium experimental (TTE) 
campaign produced DT-fusion with levels of over 0.2 MW. The neutron rate reached over 
1017 14-MeV DT-neutrons per second at periods with injection of tritium neutral beam 
(NB) power and during tritium gas puffs, as well as during periods of heating with 
electromagnetic waves in the radio frequency (RF) range. 

 
The results presented here were obtained from data collected with the magnetic proton 

recoil (MPR) neutron spectrometer together with other neutron data in connection with the 
MPR during TTE. A new method of calculating the absolute 14-MeV neutron yield using 
data from the MPR has been demonstrated, and data were analysed routinely during the 
campaign. An attempt to obtain an absolute value of the tritium concentration from neutron 
yield measurements was assessed and results are shown for a number of pulses heated with 
deuterium NB heating and with additional injection of tritium gas. Spectral analysis of 
MPR data both concerning RF and NB heated JET pulses have shown interesting results. A 
special study on the level of tritium retained in the walls after the TTE campaign has also 
been performed. 
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1. Introduction 
The first experimental campaign with tritium in a thermonuclear fusion facility 

in six years was conducted at JET in the autumn of 2003. The amount of tritium was 

small, the campaign was called the trace tritium experimental (TTE) campaign, but 

nevertheless, DT-fusion was produced with fusion power levels of PF ≤ 0.2 MW. The 

neutron rate reached over 1017 14-MeV DT-neutrons per second at periods with 

injection of tritium neutral beam (NB) power and during tritium gas puffs as well as 

during periods of heating with electromagnetic waves in the radio frequency (RF) 

range. 

 

Neutron diagnostics are important tools for measuring specific plasma 

parameters in fusion research and especially the investigation of tritium transport in 

the plasma during TTE, and the fuel ion concentrations. This could be accomplished 

with the neutron profile monitor (the neutron camera) with its 19 sight lines viewing 

the plasma from various angles. Other examples of successful neutron measurements 

were those concerning neutron emission spectroscopy (NES). The magnetic proton 

recoil (MPR) neutron spectrometer is the only operational spectrometer installed to 

measure DT-neutrons at JET. The MPR is optimized for DT-measurements, but the 

setup is very flexible, and can also be used in other energy ranges, as for example for 

dd-neutrons of 2.45-MeV. The MPR measurement technique is described in Ref. 1. 

 

Excellent results have been presented from data collected during the first 

deuterium-tritium experiments (DTE1) in 1997 as seen in Refs 1-3. Since then, the 

MPR has been collecting data during deuterium operation at JET to obtain the amount 

of tritium retained in the walls as well as measuring dd-neutrons. The spectrometer 

was in operation for the entire TTE campaign and recorded over 500 JET pulses. This 

summary of results obtained from MPR data and other neutron data in connection 

with the MPR during TTE is divided into four parts. The first deals with calculation of 

the absolute neutron yield from the MPR. Then follows a section on the calculation of 

the tritium concentration from neutron yield measurements. In section 4 follows a 

spectral analysis of RF and NB heated JET pulses and a special study on the level of 

tritium retained in the walls after the TTE campaign. Finally follows a discussion and 

conclusions about the results presented here. 
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2.  Neutron yield determination 
It is important to be able to measure the individual components of neutron 

emission from a fusion plasma. The measurement of 14 MeV neutron emission during 

the TTE made it possible to determine the tritium and deuterium concentrations and 

the effectiveness of the tritium fuelling and plasma heating.  It is also a legal 

requirement to measure the 14MeV neutrons since they induce three times as much 

radioactivity in the vessel as 2.5-MeV neutrons. For these reasons, it is important to 

be able to measure the 14 MeV neutron yield with great precision.  

 

A new method for the measurement of the 14-MeV neutron yield at JET, using 

data from the MPR (KM9) neutron spectrometer, has been used during the trace 

tritium experiments. The method had earlier been applied to data from the JET DTE1 

campaign. The TTE experiments were the first time when this method was used to 

deliver results during an experimental campaign, showing that this method can deliver 

reliable results on a pulse-to-pulse basis. The data obtained during TTE paves the way 

for future neutron diagnostic development. The experimental campaign envisaged that 

a spectrometer of MPR type could deliver neutron yield data of high quality. This will 

enable such an instrument to measure deuterium and tritium densities in future fusion 

experiments such as ITER.  

 

The MPR spectrometer is ab initio calibrated both when it comes to the 

efficiency and the resolution. Therefore, it is possible to determine the total 14 MeV 

neutron emission with the MPR spectrometer independent of JET calibration systems. 

By using data from the MPR neutron spectrometer, the number of neutrons in the 

spectrometer’s line of sight can be calculated knowing the energy dependent 

efficiency of the spectrometer. In the calculation, corrections for the attenuation of 

neutrons between the MPR and the plasma are included. With the help of Monte 

Carlo calculations corrections for neutrons being scattered into the MPR line of sight 

(LOS) are also done. It is possible to calculate the total number of neutrons in the JET 

plasma, knowing the solid angles of the MPR LOS and the JET geometry. By using 

information on the neutron emission profile provided by the neutron camera (KN3), a 
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geometric correction factor is calculated. The correction factor is normally between 

0.85 and 1.15. All the factors that are being used can be seen in Figure 1.  

 

 

Horizontal port
Vacuum vessel

TargetPlasma

x

Collimator

x

Neutron emission profile Attenuation effects
MPR
Effic iency

Figure 1. The MPR line of sight. The figure shows how the 14 MeV 
neutron yield is calculated using the MPR spectrometer.  

 

The MPR is built on a first-principles design and the response of the 

instrument is therefore well known. Consequently, the absolute uncertainty of the 

measured neutron yields is as low as 4% for this system. The low neutron yields 

during the TTE results in a somewhat greater systematic uncertainty. During the TTE 

the systematic uncertainty was estimated to be 6%. 

 

Some results from the TTE are presented in Figure 2. The 14 MeV neutron-

yield calculated from MPR data is 9% lower than for the data from the silicon diodes 

(KM7) and 5% (Figure 2) lower than for data from the neutron camera (KN3). This 

result is within the known uncertainty for the three different neutron measurements. 

The random spread between the MPR data and the KN3 data was as low as 5 % for 

pulses with high neutron yields. 
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Figure 2. Results from the TTE campaign. 14 MeV neutron yield obtain by 
the MPR vs. the 14 MeV neutron yield measured by the KN3 diagnostic. 

 

3. Calculation of the tritium concentration 
The total neutron yield from a neutral beam heated JET fusion plasma can be 

described as consisting of three components, namely, reactions between ions of 

thermal and beam populations, from reactions between thermal fuel ions and from 

beam-beam reactions. Analysis of 14 MeV neutron spectra recorded by the MPR, can 

be used to separate the contributions from the different components. Depending on 

certain assumptions, the dominating beam-thermal yield can be expressed in terms of 

experimentally determined quantities. Two methods based on this have been 

developed for calculating the tritium concentration in JET plasmas heated with 

deuterium neutral beams, with tritium injected by gas puffs. 

 

3.1. The calculation methods 
The formula used expresses the emission of 14 MeV neutrons from reactions 

between bulk tritium ions and beam deuterium ions as a function of a the bulk tritium 

density nbulk,t, the deuterium beam source rate Sd, the neutral beam slowing down time 

τs and the reactivity for beam-thermal reactions <σv>bt. This formula is made 

applicable by rewriting the bulk tritium density as the product of the total bulk 
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hydrogen isotope density, the tritium concentration, t, the slowing down time as a 

function of a beam particle dependent constant K (i.e. K is different for t on d beam), 

the electron temperature Te and electron density ne:  

 
3, 2

, bt

bulk totdt dt dt
bt bulk t d s bt d d e

e

t n
Y n S v K S T v

n
τ σ σ

⋅
= < > = < >  

 
If Ydt is replaced by Ydd and t by d, then the expression describes the 2.5 MeV 

neutron yield from beam-thermal deuterium-deuterium reactions. 

 
For the expression to be practical, assumptions have to be made. Two different 

assumptions lead to two distinctive methods. The bulk density of hydrogen isotope 

ions can be determined using Zeff, a measure of the effective impurities in the plasma, 

and the nuclear charge of the main plasma impurity, Zi: 

 
,

1
i efbulk tot

e i

fZ Zn
n Z

−
=

−
 

 
Assuming that the main impurity in the plasma is carbon (C), with Zi=6, this 

gives the final expression for the beam-thermal method: 

 

( ) ( )3
280 110

80 110

5
6

dt
bt

conc
d d t d t e

Yt
K v S v S T Zσ σ→ →

=
< > + < > − eff

 

 

The sub- and superscripts 80 and 110 are added to distinguish the beam 

neutrals injected with the energies 80 keV and 110 keV, respectively. Both beam 

injection energies were used during the TTE campaign. 

 

The tritium concentration can be calculated in another way by using the yield 

ratio method. This method does not require any main-impurity assumptions. Here, the 

tritium concentration is expressed as the bulk tritium density divided by the total bulk 

hydrogen isotope density, or the bulk tritium plus the bulk deuterium densities. Note 

that the assumption is instead that no ”normal” hydrogen is present in the bulk 

plasma. The 2.5 MeV neutron yield from reactions between two deuterium ions is 

now needed in addition to the 14 MeV neutron yield, but the slowing down time 

cancels out. 
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Data for the calculations come from different JET diagnostic systems. The 

electron temperature, Te, is taken from LIDAR Thomson scattering or, in some cases, 

from the Michelson interferometer. The beam source rate S comes from the beam 

injection system. Zeff comes from the visible spectrometry system KS3, and the 

2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutron yields from the neutron camera, KN3. The reactivity is 

calculated using the Fusion Product Spectra code (FPS)[4]. The beam-thermal neutron 

fraction of the total yield (Ytot = Ybt + Ytt +Ybb) can, as has been mentioned, be 

determined from spectral analysis of MPR neutron spectra. For most of the 

calculations performed so far for TTE campaign pulses, the approximation Ytot ≈ Ybt 

has been used instead. MPR statistics are low for the TTE campaign, resulting in large 

uncertainties in the analysis.  

 

3.2. Results on the tritium concentration 
Results from calculations performed using the approximation Ytot=Ybt for 

eight pulses from the TTE campaign are presented in Figure 3. The y-axis shows the 

tritium concentration in percent, the x-axis the time evolution in seconds. The 

dramatic increase leading up to the peak coincides in time with the introduction of 

tritium by gas puffing. 

 

The results from calculations with the yield ratio method are, as can be seen, 

dramatically higher than the results from the beam-thermal method calculations. This 

can be partly explained by the fact that the 2.5 MeV neutron yield as measured by the 

neutron camera is systematically 20% lower than expected for the TTE campaign [5]. 

Neglecting the hydrogen concentration in the bulk plasma in the yield ratio method 

will also lead to systematically high results, but the relative error in the tritium 

concentration induced by this is estimated to be less than 5 % for the TTE campaign. 
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The main-impurity assumption is an important source of uncertainty in the 

results of the beam-thermal method. Assuming carbon to be the main impurity is 

usually a good assumption, but other actual main impurities would have large effects 

on the results. An estimate of the relative error resulting from this assumption is 

±10%. 

 

The uncertainty in the reactivity is a problem for the calculations with both 

methods. Unknown rotational velocities and uncertain ion temperature data lead to an 

uncertainty in the reactivity of 26%. Rotation velocities and ion temperatures can be 

obtained from MPR spectral analysis. The reactivity uncertainty could thus to a large 

extent be avoided if MPR results were used in the calculations; however, as 

mentioned before statistics is too low to permit reliable spectral decomposition of the 

MPR data. 

 

In these calculations, no distinction has been made between different spatial 

points in the plasma. Volume averaged parameters have been used. This should be 

kept in mind when the results are compared with other data. Other calculations have 

been performed for some of the pulses treated here [6]. A specific example is pulse 

#61357, where these calculations yield a peak tritium concentration value of 2.35 % 

in the plasma core at about 66.8 s, decreasing to 0.76 % half a second later. This 

should be compared with the peak value 2.41% obtained with the yield ratio method 

for the same point in time, and 0.5 s later 0.8 %. 

 

3.3. Remarks 
The results are reasonable and agree to a large extent with what others have 

obtained [6]. MPR data should be used for more pulses and the slowing down time 

expression should be investigated further. It should also be noted again that the MPR 

spectral analysis results are preliminary and contain large statistical uncertainties 

because of the low neutron yields obtained during the TTE campaign. 

 

Deuterium neutral beam heated tritium puff pulses may seem like a very 

limited field of application. Such pulses were however run frequently during the TTE 

campaign, not least for particle transport studies. The methods used above can also be 
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developed to apply to pulses with mixed deuterium-tritium beams. They already work 

for the opposite scenario, when the deuterium concentration in a tritium neutral beam 

heated plasma is to be calculated. Application of similar methods to RF heated pulses 

are also under investigation. The absence of reliable spectral data for the TTE-

campaign makes such an analysis very difficult. 

 

Figure 3. Tritium concentration as a function of time for eight selected 
pulses from the TTE campaign. The lines with points show the 
concentration as calculated with the yield ratio method, while the solid 
curves represents the results from the beam-thermal method.  
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4. Neutron emission spectroscopy of MPR data from TTE 
 

4.1. Results on ICRH plasmas during TTE 
 

Two ICRH schemes at low tritium concentration have been investigated during TTE, 

namely fundamental heating (ωCT) and second harmonic (2ωCT) heating. The MPR 

has collected a total of 25 pulses with integrated yield ranging from 1015 to 3·1016 

neutrons.  Discharges at 2ωCT showed a low neutron yield, with the neutron emission 

dominated by beam plasma interactions. For this study we have selected those 

discharges were ICRH was tuned to the fundamental ωCT and combined with Gas 

puffing; short NB blips were used for diagnostic purposes. 

 

An example of spectral analysis for this type of plasmas is shown here for 

discharge #61280. This discharge had a BT=4T and a coupled ICRH power in the 

range 0.7-1.7 MW; the ICRH antennas were set in the dipole phasing. Some JET 

diagnostic information for this discharge is shown in Figure 4. The MPR data have 

been time integrated, excluding the period when the NB blip was present, as shown in 

Figure 4. The measured time integrated proton histogram is shown in Figure 5a 

together with the best fit to the data and the contribution to the fit from each spectral 

component. Data have been fitted with a two component model which describes the 

heated population (High Energy component, HE) and the bulk of the plasma 

(Epithermal component, ET), besides a global energy shift (ES) [2]. The deduced best 

neutron spectrum is shown in Figure 5b. The results of the free parameters are 

THE=96±6 keV, TET=7±2 keV and ES=10.9±11 keV. The value of THE=96 keV 

indicates that a supra-thermal T ion population is created in the plasma as a 

consequence of the ICRH coupling to a fraction of T ions. The high-energy 

component is the dominant one (relative intensity of 82%) which indicates that the 

neutron emissivity is almost entirely dominated by the reactions of supra-thermal T 

ions with the bulk deuterons. The measured energy shift (0 keV) is consistent with no 

toroidal plasma rotation of the fuel ions. The epithermal temperatures are substantially 

higher than the thermal ion temperature measured by charge exchange spectroscopy 

during the NB blip (Ti≈3 keV), which suggests that the ET component is receiving 
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contribution for supra-thermal ions. The above results are an example showing that 

NES measurements of high quality permit to collect spectra with enough statistics and 

energy resolution in order to successfully perform spectral analysis. The measured 

spectrum is interpreted in terms of different neutron components associated to the 

velocity distribution functions of the reacting ions. Without the NES information, an 

interpretation of the broadening of the neutron spectrum of the discharge #61280 in 

terms of a thermal temperature would give an effective temperature of the order of 

50 keV. Such a value does not represent at all the real temperatures of the fuel ions. 

Time integrated region

 

Figure 4. Some JET diagnostic information for the discharge  #61280. 
From the top to the bottom are shown Neutron yield, NB power, ICRH 
power, gas puffing and central electron temperature.The region selected 
for the time integration of the NES data is indicated in the top plot. 
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Figure 5. In the top time integrated proton recoil histogram for the 
discharge #61280. The solid line is the best fit to the data with a 2C 
model; the dashed lines represent the contribution to the fit from each 
spectral component. In the bottom, deduced neutron spectral components. 

 

 

A special investigation of the measured energy shift of the neutron spectrum 

as a function of the ICRH antenna phasing was done for the JET discharges #61271 

(dipole phasing), 61451 (+90° phasing) and 61557 (-90° phasing). Three spectra 

corresponding to the three different cases are shown in Figure 6. The results show a 

clear correlation of the sign of the energy shift with the antenna phasing. The energy 

shifts values found, interpreted as toroidal rotation of the fast ions, would suggest 

toroidal rotation velocities of about ±300 km/s for +90o and –90o antenna phasing, 
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respectively. Such results represent the first direct measurements of toroidal rotation 

of fast ions in plasma subject to no external momentum. 
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Figure 6.Proton position histograms obtained by the MPR for three RF-
heated JET pulses with three different phasings of the RF antenna, 
namely, dipole (a), +90o (b) and –90o (c). 
 

4.2. JET pulses with NB heating 
 

Most of the pulses during TTE were heated by neutral beam (NB) injection. 

Those pulses can be divided into pulses with deuterium beam injection together with 

tritium gas puffing (I), and those with deuterium and tritium beam injection (II). Pulse 

#61065 belongs to the first group and has been analyzed in terms of a multi-

component model of the neutron energy spectrum to study the data obtained by the 
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MPR spectrometer. Among the pulses in group II, two pulses were chosen to compare 

the situation when tritium NB blips are injected on- and off-axis. 

 

The NB heated (PNB = 16 MW) pulse #61065 (from group I) has been 

analyzed by means of neutron emission spectroscopy. The tritium was introduced in a 

puff of 5 mg tritium. For the presented pulse the count rate for the MPR peaked at 

6 kHz, about 500 ms after the introduction of tritium. The count rate leveled off to a 

level of 1.5 kHz, 1.5 s after from the tritium injection. During this period of 

decreasing count rate, the effective temperature obtained from the spectral broadening 

decreases from about 11 keV to 6 keV. 

 

Spectral analysis of the neutron emission from pulse #61065 showed that most 

of the reactions (86 %) are from supra-thermal fuel ion populations, and a small 

fraction (0.5 %) from triton burnup neutrons (TBN) originating from dt-reactions 

where the tritons were produced in dd-reactions. 

 

An example of the resulting neutron energy spectrum from a spectral analysis 

of MPR data is shown in Figure 7 (left panel) for pulse #61065. Here three distinct 

components were used in the analysis, representing neutrons produced by thermal, 

supra-thermal and TBN reactions. In Figure 7 (right panel), the components are also 

shown together with the proton position histogram. This spectrum includes data from 

the period from of tritium gas puff and onwards (for about 4 s). The derived 

temperature of the fuel ions for this period is 1.0 ±1.7 keV and no toroidal rotation is 

observed. The tritium concentration has also been calculated for this pulse as 

presented in the previous section. 
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Figure 7. Neutron energy spectrum (left) and MPR data presented as a 
proton position histogram (right) obtained for JET pulse #61065 heated 
with deuterium neutral beams and fuelled with tritium gas injection. 

 
 

Two pulses from the second group of TTE pulses were studied with deuterium 

NB injection, where short periods of tritium gas injection were added. One pulse with 

on-axis injection of tritium (JET #61150) showed a high effective temperature, 

Teff=17±1 keV, while a similar pulse with off-axis injection (JET #61151) resulted in 

Teff=14±1 keV only. The toroidal rotation is about the same for the two pulses, 

vtor=350±30 km/s. The count rate (Cn) of the on-axis NB heated pulse was over 5 kHz 

while the off-axis heated pulse only reached Cn=2.5 kHz during tritium beam 

injection. 

 

A more detailed spectral analysis showed that for the on-axis pulse (#61150) 

the contribution from beam-thermal reactions to the fusion power is estimated to 

23±2 %, while it is only 11±2 % in the off-axis case. The collected data in the form of 

proton position histograms are compared for the two pulses in Figure 8, and the best 

fit (with the proper model) to the data for pulse #61151 is presented in Figure 9. 
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Figure 8. MPR data (dots) presented as a proton position histograms 
together with best fits (lines) for pulses #61150 and #61151 heated with 
deuterium neutral beams and additional tritium beam injection. 
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Figure 9. MPR data (dots) presented as a proton position histograms 
together with spectral components that best fitted data (dashed lines) and 
total fit (solid line) for pulse #61151  
 

4.3. Tritium retention 
This is a brief summary of the effort to obtain the relative tritium 

concentration in the deuterium plasmas from the MPR measurements shortly after the 

TTE-campaign at JET. It has been observed in this preliminary study that the relative 

tritium concentration falls rapidly already in the first week after the use of tritium has 

ended and levels of “natural” triton burn-up are reached. 

 

In order to derive the relative tritium concentration from the MPR 

measurements after the TTE-campaign the model explained in Ref. 5 on the trace 
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tritium concentration has been applied. Following formulas are derived using that 

model: 
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where ne (electron density) and Zeff (amount of impurities in the plasma) are weighted 

with the neutron yield for each pulse. Rdt is the ratio of neutrons originating from 

reactions with tritium retained in the torus walls. RTBN on the other hand is the ratio of 

neutrons from triton burn-up reactions. In order to further simplify the calculations in 

this preliminary study, the value of ne, Zeff and the reactivities are taken from [7]. 

Thus, the measured ratio Rdt/RTBN are multiplied by a constant obtained from [7] to 

obtain the estimated relative tritium concentration after the TTE-campaign. 

 

The relative tritium concentration in JET after the TTE-campaign have been 

estimated using the model described in [7] on deriving the trace tritium content in 

deuterium plasmas from MPR measurements. Results are here presented for three 

various time periods, i.e. the first day of the cleanup (Saturday, week 44), followed by 

week 45 and week 46. Due to the limited amount of statistics pulses with more than 

5 counts were summed in each relevant time period and the summed spectrum was 

analyzed in terms of the different spectral components, namely, the TBN and the bulk 

ion (DT) contributions. The tritium content derived from the MPR is also compared 

with another measurement in the following section. 

 
In Table 1, the time evolutions of the RDT/RTBN as well as the relative tritium 

concentration are presented. It is observed from the table that the relative tritium 

concentration decreased from 6,4×10-3 on Saturday of week 44 to 7,4×10-5 in week 

45, i.e. by about two orders of magnitude. The relative tritium concentration is further 

lowered to a value of 1,7×10-5 in week 46. The amount of tritium in the torus already 
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one week after the end of the TTE-campaign is thus in the same order of magnitude as 

three years after the DT-campaign (Nov. 00) [7] 

 
Table 1. Time evolution of the RDT/RTBN and the relative tritium density 
from MPR measurements. 
 

Time of measurement Rdt/Rtbn nt/(nt+nd) nt/(nt+nd)

Week Derived from MPR Stork's presentation
w44 Saturday 148,69 6,45E-03 2,00E-03
w45 1,70 7,38E-05 1,00E-04
w46 0,40 1,73E-05 7,00E-05  

 
 

In order to check the validity of the results derived from the MPR data a 

comparison with the relative tritium concentration as obtained by another diagnostic 

is performed. The data presented by Stork at task force DT meeting on the 18th 

November 2003 [8] have been used for this validity check. Figure 10 provides the 

relative tritium concentration for each plasma pulse up to four weeks after the TTE-

campaign. In Figure 11, values derived from the two different measurements are 

compared. From the figures it is seen that: 

• On Saturday week 44 the tritium concentration is in the range of 1×10-3 to 
3×10-3. This is slightly smaller than the value derived from the MPR 
measurements. 

 
• In week 45 the tritium concentration is in the range of 3×10-5 to 7×10-4. 

However the majority of pulses show concentrations of 3×10-5 to 1×10-4, 
which is in agreement with the value derived from the MPR data for the same 
week. 

 

• In week 46 the tritium fraction is roughly between 2×10-5 and 2×10-4. 
According to Stork [8] the level of “natural” triton burn-up is reached in this 
week. The derived relative tritium concentration from the MPR data slightly 
below the lower end of this interval. 
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Figure 10. Tritium fraction during four weeks after the TTE-campaign 
(From Stork’s presentation, task force DT meeting 18th November, 2003) 

 

 
It is worth noting that the relative tritium concentration is derived in a very 

simplified way by using the same input data in the model calculations as in the 

previous report by Ringmar [7]. The fact that the physical conditions in the torus, e.g. 

Zeff, deuterium bulk density and electron temperature, have since changed is not 

accounted for in the calculations presented here. A more accurate value of the relative 

tritium concentration could be obtained by taking into account the specific physical 

environment after the TTE-campaign. However, since the amount of tritium in less 

than two weeks falls to values corresponding to levels of “natural” triton burn-up 

considerations regarding the value of pursuing this study should first be made. 
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Figure 11. Time evolution of the relative tritium concentration after the 
TTE-campaign from two independent measurements. 

 
 

5. Discussion and conclusion 
 

The MPR neutron spectrometer has been used for absolute 14-MeV neutron 

yield determination for the first time. This method was used for the TTE campaign at 

JET and resulted in reliable results on a pulse-to-pulse basis. It has been shown that a 

spectrometer of the MPR-type can deliver neutron yield data of high quality. 

 

The MPR data showed slightly lower values than other diagnostics at JET (9% 

lower than data from the silicon diodes and 5% lower than data from the neutron 

camera) with a random spread between the MPR data and the KN3 data of about 5 %. 

This is within the error of the measurement. 

 
The calculated tritium concentration results agree to a large extent with 

preliminary results that have been shown at JET during the experimental campaign. 

The method also applies to pulses with mixed deuterium-tritium beams, but this has 

not been investigated yet. Application of similar methods to RF heated pulses is also 

under investigation. 
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The neutron emission spectroscopy results show that there is a strong supra-

thermal contribution (60-90%) during RF fundamental tritium heating, with THE=80-

120 keV. Evidence of toroidal rotation has also been shown during tests with different 

phasing of the RF antenna. Concerning the NB heated pulses, a slow decrease in the 

count rate was shown during gas injection as compared to during NB blips of tritium 

injection in deuterium heated pulses. Most of the reactions (86 %) were from supra-

thermal fuel ion populations during the gas puff, when the main plasma is built up by 

deuterium NB heating. The comparison of on- and off-axis tritium beam injection 

showed that beam-thermal reactions contribute to the fusion power up to 23±2 % for 

on-axis heating, while it only represent 11±2 % of the fusion power in the off-axis 

case. 

 
The amount of tritium in the torus already one week after the end of the TTE-

campaign was in the same order of magnitude as three years after the DT-campaign 

(Nov. 00), according to the measurements on the tritium retention in the walls. It 

should be taken into account that the physical conditions in the torus, e.g. Zeff, 

deuterium bulk density and electron temperature are not fully implemented in the 

model to calculate the spectral components used to obtain results from spectral 

analysis of MPR data, concerning the tritium retention studies. 
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